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Thanks to the models of thinking invented by the enemy, Humanity has lost track
of what a fulfilling life or existence is. Most people on the planet, for example,
consider everyone they see above them (in a materialistic perspective) far
happier, ineffable, and even a "God", so far as the naive people are concerned.
This is only halfway true, and only true insofar people partake in the give and
take in the same relationship system. Which, apparently, has become a system
that is ruling the planet right now.

If you pay attention to the other post I made yesterday, a Forum Member
mentioned the Wheel of Fortune. And the allegory behind it. Now, if we were to
explain this in a paradigm, it would be easier. I got initially confused by this
myself, as while this Forum Member has mentioned the REAL essence of the
term, I was apparently disgusted by the classical notion of the term. Which is
unexplained gibberish, meant to blind human beings and used as a nefarious
agenda of weakening down humanity. So, instead we can explain the term as it
truly is.

For example, here we have a celebrity. They are rich, they live the 'celebrity'
lifestyle and everything. Few people see how this can have detrimental effects.
And how it’s all part of the same Samkara that rules over the planet, such as the
extreme materialist focus. So, you have this celebrity, they booze, they party, and
they have all the supposed 'pleasures' this system provides. In many cases,
wisdom or any other qualities may indeed be lacking. To bring one's attention to
another example, look at their heavy drug use. This exact drug use weakens
their soul, so this 'all pleasure' life that is fake and generated by illusion, really
pushes them into expenses and weakness, not empowerment. This can later on
manifest as horrible conditions, many times an early death, and many other
things. They are in the "Good" life, aren't they? However, they spend half of their
life in relapses, suffering, drugs, addictions, and being blind to everything there is
in life. After so much damage in their eternal part, which feeds and delves from
the linear life, how are these people going to be in the future?

Then we have a person that lives a pretty average life. Maybe with a bit more
problems than they should be living. Everyone thinks that in comparison to the
celebrity above, they are living a far worse life. They may be having a decent job
and everything. However, far fewer things to worry about, and far fewer poisons
running through their system. They are not expending themselves too much. In
some cases, their 'suffering' may have been a reason to guide them to even
meditate. After five years of consistency, they feel ten times better in any and all
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conditions, irrespectively, compared to the 'bright celebrity' above. Who, in the
end, does live a better life? This person is living the "Bad" life according to the
system, aren’t they?

As such, you can see the connection between "Good" and "Bad" Karma and
"life", is really fragile of a relation, and can easily swing from one to another,
leaving one dumbfounded as to "Why" this is happening. Because the universe is
polarized if one is not awake, there is increase and reduction. Escape can only
come through the non-polarized consciousness of the universe, the Shushumna.
And those who have no idea about spirituality can easily be destroyed, no matter
how far at the top or how down in the low they are. Because they are part of a
circle and nothing more, in many cases. The only winner is the person who really
knows the Truth and meditates; only they can really escape, by burning the
negative Karma forever, which implies the permanent escape of this cycle of
futility. This is when one becomes the "Gold" Soul.

If you pay attention to the Torah, it’s an anagram of ROTA. Rota means Wheel.
The jews want to keep everyone in this Wheel. This is why the Torah is a book of
curses against Gentiles. That damns spirituality now and forever, and intends to
kill all Gentiles after they have been  parasitized enough.

If you pay attention, the holder of the wheel is a morbid, disgusting beast. In the
circles, you can see how there are 'phases' of life that, more than likely, every
person reincarnating will experience in the form of a cyclical 'logic'. The Vidyas
are those who are OUTSIDE the circle, having levitated above it. The Gods are
also shown as being outside of the circle, such as the Risen Serpent God
standing on the right side of the picture holding a Serpent/Dragon.

In some other representations, there is shown a person from within this circle,
having a 'lore' like the link to the Astral body, and his consciousness projecting
outside of the Wheel. This is the meditator, the future Mukti (liberated). All people
in the circle are damned, because now or later, they will be damned by the
circle. Which is meant to eat away, and corrupt the Soul completely.

In the inner part of the circle, we can see the conditions that are leading
someone in realization. Be it through an advanced spiritual being during a good
or a bad life, awakening, war or desolation; people are prompted to wake up.
Sometimes, those that are prompting them to wake up come as leaders in
peacetime, or in wartime, times of distress, or massive pleasure. It doesn't
matter. What matters is that they want to liberate them. And that people make
their time worth it. In many cases, such as that of Hitler, Hitler was believed by
Hindu Lore to be an incarnation of Brahma, the Creator God, to name one
example. There are others. People can also wake up by their own admission,
and the Gods are also symbolic.





It matters not how good or bad one has it, as much as it matters how conscious a
person is of either. Consciousness and awareness are what matters. This is the
eternal, undying, above good and bad aspect in man, that stays eternal in the
midst of everything coming and going, forever. So long one has not attained this,
existence is a menial task of futile sensations. One is still dreaming. Do good or
bad dreams matter, if at all? They are nothing but shadows. It’s through these
shadows though, that one must be prompted to really wake up, and start seeing
what's behind these shadows, to discover life.

So Satanism is Satyan, Eternal Truth. This aspect is of the Shushumna, the
Consciousness, and the source of the Universal awareness. No matter "Where"
one falls into this order, everyone is, by nature, going to experience liberation in
accordance to that concept. And rise above the 'good' and the 'bad' in life, as it is
perceived above. Therefore, one grows free.

Now, this is not to state for people to not go after the life of materialism, or the
successful and good life. Just don't forget your purpose and what you are
existing for. And when you get there, live it with quality, never ever forgetting
what you are really after. To liberate yourself and ascend above. Ascension,
aside everything, gives power over the material realm and this is for a reason.
The real kings of Old were the Gods and the Vidya. They weren't leading, like
jews today, for enjoyment, and looting the population. But in guiding society in
favorable conditions within which the people could actually ascend spiritually
upwards, and where suffering coming from the universe would be minimized.

So that everyone could exercise their spiritual birthright handed down by the
Gods. Hitler for that reason, we have on a status akin to that of a deity, same as
many people of his time did, following the path of the attempted liberation from
Samsara or Illusion. He saved humanity from permanent despair. There were
other great Vidyas before Hitler as well, who have done the same. Great deeds
not only of a physical, but rooted in a metaphysical character.

Lastly, the more one meditates, the more one's Soul grows powerful; not only
bringing a better 'life' and more favorable conditions to the person. This comes
second and third. What matters is how one advances in Wisdom, Spiritual
height, and enhances LIFE. Satanism is about LIFE. We are following the rules
of Life, straying and going permanently away from death, in all its forms. This is
how one escapes the "Wheel of Fortune" that will have them once under, the
other up high; by abiding to life and becoming stronger in life. Not through Ida, or
Pingala, but Ida and  Pingala and Shushumna.

The enemy always promotes 'high' and 'low', 'good' and 'bad'. This is the cyclical,
unending rush for 'living' through Ida and Pingala, where nothing is stable,
everything subject to change, and one's power or one's weakness is both 'fake'
and empty of any meaning or conscious creation. It’s just a blind situation. These



are created by the enemy as part of their created system of life, they don't really
exist in life in its own sense.

Everyone in this world is either trapped into running away from suffering, or
running towards pleasure. Few, if any people, are trying to rise above these laws
completely, ultimately controlling both and realizing both. These people move
onto the next stage of realization, which is what Spirituality is supposed to offer.
This is when pleasure becomes real and conscious (as thus, satisfying and
permanent), and suffering can be really overcome, this is where one stands
above the context that causes both.

Satanism promotes the steady, permanent uprising of the Soul and Spirit, and
Consciousness, irrespectively of any other condition. Which causes one not to
be in line with "Good", but with the Ancient Greek term of "Agathos", the ultimate
consciousness of "Truthful Good" in reality. The high philosophical principle.
From there, come all the powers to play the 'good' and the 'bad' of the enemy,
and all it consists of, on your fingers like a game.

In plain, the so-called 'God' or 'Nature' these people are worshiping or don't even
know about, blindly blesses and curses, gives "good or bad", must be overcome:
You must become your own Guide and so-called "God", and this is the meaning
of Satanism. Evolution dictates this must be the case, and the enemy tries to
keep everyone from this, as it fulfills Satan's Promise to his people: "Ye shall be
made as Gods".

Remember, the Serpent or Satan that the jews curse, makes one God, knowing
"Good and Evil", rising above "Good or Bad", above the dictates of the blind
forces of the universe which seek to elevate or destroy people just 'because'.
Then one becomes awake. To become one's own causality in how one lives their
life. And even this is only a beginning in the giant journey to the Godhead.
However, it’s still Nature and the Gods of Hell and Satan who have left this small
door open for those who wish to take it, so that's what you must do.

When one realizes and masters "good and evil", then one is set to discover the
Magnum Opus, symbolized in the enemy booklet as the enemy keeping
Humanity from the Tree of Life, where the person becomes immortal. The
enemy is sworn to attack and keep humanity blind from both, by all ways,
because then, as the supposed 'omnipotent' aliens of the enemy do claim, their
'authority' will be challenged, and they are afraid that "Man will become one of
them". Satan's creation can become even higher than them, and this is why they
are waging a war of annihilation of spirituality, Satan and whatever He stands for.
Because Satan has defeated "god" and mastered everything a long... long time
'ago'.



Satan makes Man into God, above suffering, above 'good', and above 'bad',
towards the ultimate Truth and Good. This is Satyan-ism or Satanism.
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